
Does your organization believe
only training and communication

need be considered for
people change?

Is your change management
process disconnected from

project activities?

People Engagement
Initiative Delivery

watershedci.com

Do you struggle to
make change stick?
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People Engagement Initiative Delivery
While human bodies respond readily to continuous changes 
in their physical environment, human beings themselves 
often actively resist change both psychologically and emo-
tionally. No matter how positive or beneficial the planned 
transformation, it is certain to affect business processes 
and job roles. Most individuals, regardless of their level of 
competency, will display some degree of apprehension 
towards new concepts, operating procedures, and
responsibilities.

This human impact – namely, how stakeholders, internal 
and external, react – becomes the unknown variable in 
major change initiatives. As such, early, consistent efforts to 
build a compelling business case, engage and shape stake-
holder perceptions and promote end-user adoption, vastly 
increase the likelihood of success and sustainability.

This is the value of Watershed CI’s People Engagement 
Initiative Delivery. With expertise in both large and 
small-scale organizational change management (OCM), our 
experts clearly delineate areas wherein the human factor 
may delay or derail the change effort and craft the plan 
accordingly. By involving those most affected by the trans-
formation directly in the initiative, we assist your organiza-
tion in effectively implementing change initiatives.

WCI People Engagement Initiavtive Model:

EVALUATE
Evaluate all aspects of the change 
including impact to people, process 

and technology.

DEFINE
Define a comprehensive strategy, 
design tactical plans and identify

change integration points.

FACILITATE
Execute plans while measuring and 

analyzing change readiness.

SUSTAIN
Reinforce change performance, 

ensure sustainment and prepare for 
operational handover.

Based on Watershed CI’s core principle of Change Integration™, 
we embed initiative management practices within our People
Engagement Initiative Delivery to enhance ou clients’ probability 
of success.



Principles of People Engagement Initiative Delivery

Full stakeholder engagement:
gathering input, allowing influence, anticipating
resistance and providing coaching

Structured:
planning collaboratively, executing post-implementation 
sustainment strategies and tactics with the functional 
teams affected by the change

Leadership centric:
focused on leaders at all levels from executives – whose leadership is 
critical in any change – to line managers, the most influential voices 
in change outcome, yet often forgotten

Pragmatic and authentic:
anchored in realism and relies on a series of genuine, two-way
conversations

Focussed on business outcomes:
ensuring the change readiness of impacted individuals so that 
impacts to operations are minimized and benefits are realized

Our clients benefit from:

      Application of OCM best practice methodology, culture, and organizational design;
      An opportunity for your internal team to learn from expert practitioners;
      Innovative and comprehensive approaches that increase change adoption.

The WCI People Engagement Delivery model can deliver on change initiatives from end to end – everything from an organizational
restructure to the people change components of a software installation. We also provide assistance for selected phases or areas of
focus according to our client’s specific requirements, such as CM strategy formulation, communications, or training.



Why Watershed CI?
As experts in the field of Change Integration™, we recognize that one size does not fit all. Each client comes with distinctive needs,
culture, level of maturity and tolerance for complexity. We weigh these factors when selecting the appropriate solution – this ensures 
the suite of deliverables achieve high-quality, customized results.

To stimulate and sustain success, our professionals:

 Develop an understanding of the client’s change appetite and maturity;
 Customize our People Engagement Initiative Delivery to the client’s context;
 Integrate initiative management best practices throughout;
 Provide learning and coaching opportunities for your internal team;
 Deliver innovative and comprehensive approaches to increase the adoption rate and accelerate the change curve.

Whether you seek help in leading your change initiative or assisting your internal team in applying best OCM practices, Watershed CI’s
People Engagement Initiative Delivery approach provides a comprehensive 360° perspective, encouraging peak performance and
positive bottom-line impact.

Interested in achieving better results more consistently? Speak to our practice leader today.

Michael Riall, President
T: 647-427-5571, ext. 147
M: 416-605-0877
mriall@watershedci.com

watershedci.com


